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The Lefty subfamily of TGFb signaling molecules has been implicated in early development in mouse, zebrafish, and chick.
Here, we show that Xenopus lefty (Xlefty) is expressed both bilaterally in symmetric midline domains and unilaterally in
left lateral plate mesoderm and anterior dorsal endoderm. To examine the roles of Xlefty in left–right development, we
created a system for scoring gut asymmetry and examined the effects of unilateral Xlefty misexpression on gut development,
heart development, and Xnr-1 and XPitx2 expression. In contrast to the unilateral effects of Vg1, Activin, Nodal, or BMPs,
targeted expression of Xlefty in either the left or the right side of Xenopus embryos randomized the direction of heart
looping, gut coiling, and left–right positioning of the gut and downregulated the asymmetric expression of Xnr-1 and XPitx2.
t is currently thought that Lefty proteins act as feedback inhibitors of Nodal signaling. However, this would not explain the
ffects of right-sided Xlefty misexpression. Here, we show that Xlefty interacts with the signaling pathways of other
embers of the TGFb family during left–right development. Results from coexpression of Xlefty and Vg1 indicate that
lefty can nullify the effects of Vg1 ectopic expression and that Xlefty is downstream of left-sided Vg1 signaling. Results
rom coexpression of Xlefty and XBMP4 indicate that XLefty and XBMP4 interact both synergistically and antagonistically
n a context-dependent manner. We propose a model in which interactions of Xlefty with multiple members of the TGFb
family enhance the differences between the right-sided BMP/ALK2/Smad pathway and the left-sided Vg1/anti-BMP/Nodal
pathway, leading to left–right morphogenesis of the gut and heart. © 2000 Academic Press
Key Words: Lefty; BMP4; Vg1; TGFb; Nodal; Pitx2; heart; intestine; left–right axis; midline; Xenopus.t
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Over the past several years, significant progress has been
made in understanding the developmental establishment of
the vertebrate left–right axis and the subsequent left–right
orientation of internal organs, particularly the heart (re-
viewed in Capdevila and Izpisu´a Belmonte, 2000; Mercola,
1999; Ramsdell and Yost, 2000). Several members of the
transforming growth factor b (TGFb) superfamily of cell–
cell signaling molecules, including Activin, Vg1, Nodal,
and the bone morphogenetic proteins (BMPs), have been
strongly implicated in the development of the vertebrate
left–right axis. However, with the exception of Nodal (Yost,
1999), it is not known whether the specific roles of these
proteins are conserved across species, and there are reasons
1 To whom correspondence should be addressed. Fax: (801) 587-
s9415. E-mail: joseph.yost@hci.utah.edu.
0012-1606/00 $35.00
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All rights of reproduction in any form reserved.o believe they might not be. For example, misexpression
tudies suggest that Activin might function in a right-side-
etermining pathway in chick (Levin et al., 1995, 1997), but
in a left-side pathway in Xenopus (Hyatt and Yost, 1998).
Thus, the study of novel TGFbs in relation to vertebrate
symmetry should provide insights into the mechanisms of
eft–right determination and their evolutionary conserva-
ion.
Members of a new branch of TGFbs, the Lefty subfamily,
ave been recently identified in several vertebrate species
nd implicated in left–right development. The first of these,
efty1 and Lefty2, were identified in mouse (m) (Meno et
al., 1996, 1997), and analysis of them revealed two interest-
ing hallmarks of the Lefty subfamily. First, Lefty proteins,
unlike other TGFbs, lack the long a helix involved in the
omo- and heterodimerizations necessary for intracellular
ignaling, as well as a cysteine residue implicated in the
tabilization of these complexes (Meno et al., 1996). This
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292 Branford, Essner, and Yostsuggests that Lefty proteins might function differently from
other TGFbs. Second, mlefty1 and 2 and all other vertebrate
eftys isolated to date exhibit left-side-restricted domains of
mbryonic expression. mlefty1 and 2 (Meno et al., 1996;
997; Oulad-Abdelghani et al., 1998), zebrafish (z) lefty1/
ntivin and lefty2 (Bisgrove et al., 1999; Thisse and Thisse,
999), and chick (c) lefty (Ishimaru et al., 2000; Rodriguez
steban et al., 1999; Tsukui et al., 1999; Yokouchi et al.,
999) all display left-side expression domains.
Homozygous targeted deletion mutants of mlefty1 have
everal defects in the left–right positioning of their internal
rgans, with thoracic left isomerism (two left sides) pre-
ominating (Meno et al., 1998). In addition, mlefty1 2/2
utants display bilateral expression of mlefty2 in the
ateral plate mesoderm, revealing a correlation between
lefty2 misexpression and the disruption of normal left–
ight organ asymmetry. Furthermore, the loss of mLefty1
rom the left prospective floor plate, its predominant site of
xpression, in conjunction with the laterality phenotypes
mplies that the midline plays an important role in verte-
rate left–right development, as previously indicated by
tudies in Xenopus (Danos and Yost, 1995, 1996) and
ebrafish (Chen et al., 1997; Danos and Yost, 1996). mlefty2
as also been deleted by gene targeting; however, due to
evere mesoderm overproduction during gastrulation, the
utant embryos do not survive long enough for left–right
bnormalities to be scored (Meno et al., 1999). Similar to
he misexpression of mlefty2 in mlefty1 2/2 mice, other
ouse mutants exhibiting perturbations of the left–right
xis, such as iv and inv, have alterations in the patterns of
xpression of mlefty1 and/or 2 (Meno et al., 1996, 1997),
indicating that mLeftys are downstream targets in left–right
pathways (reviewed in Capdevila and Izpisu´a Belmonte,
2000; Mercola, 1999; Ramsdell and Yost, 2000). Other
evidence points to conserved roles for Lefty in left–right
development. Analysis of over 100 human (h) cases of
left–right axis malformations revealed two with altered
hLEFTY A sequence (Kosaki et al., 1999). In chick, ectopic
expression studies have also placed Leftys in the pathways
of left–right development (Rodriguez Esteban et al., 1999;
Tsukui et al., 1999; Yokouchi et al., 1999; Yoshioka et al.,
1998).
We report the isolation of Xenopus lefty, Xlefty, and
characterization of Xlefty developmental expression pat-
terns, including a unilateral expression domain in the left
anterior dorsal endoderm that has not been reported for
other vertebrate embryos. Studies in zebrafish, chick, and
mouse indicate that Lefty antagonizes Nodal signaling
(Bisgrove et al., 1999; Meno et al., 1999). Here, ectopic
expression experiments with Xlefty, Vg1, and XBMP4
evaluate the relationships of Xlefty in left–right signaling
pathways and indicate that Xlefty has context-dependent
interactions with more than one member of the TGFb
family. Most previous studies of left–right development
have either ignored gut left–right development or scored gut
asymmetry as “indeterminate.” We devised a system for
scoring gut asymmetry in Xenopus that clarifies the process
Copyright © 2000 by Academic Press. All rightand allows insight into the mechanisms leading to gut
positioning and coiling. We propose that Xlefty functions
downstream of left-sided Vg1 signaling and bilaterally in-
teracts with XBMP4 signaling, both synergistically and
antagonistically, to direct left–right heart and gut develop-
ment.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Isolation of Xlefty
RNA was isolated from stage (st.) 10 Xenopus embryos and
reverse transcribed as described (Bisgrove et al., 1999) and used as
template for degenerate PCR. Degenerate oligonucleotide primers
were designed from an amino acid sequence comparison among
zebrafish, mouse, and human Lefty proteins using the CODEHOP
program (Rose et al., 1998): 59-GAC CGG CTG GAA GTC CTT
YGA YGT NAC-39 and 59-GCC GCA CTT CTG CAC GMK CAT
RTT NGG-39. A 500-bp DNA fragment, with strong identity to
lefty sequences in other vertebrate species, was PCR amplified
with Platinum Taq (BRL) and used to screen st. 10, 11, and 28
Xenopus cDNA libraries at a reduced stringency (Bisgrove et al.,
1999). Fifteen clones were isolated and placed into two groups,
designated Xlefty-a (st. 10) and Xlefty-b (st. 11), based on restriction
ndonuclease mapping and sequencing.
Whole-Mount in Situ Hybridization
Because identical spatial and temporal gene expression patterns
were observed using riboprobes generated from the 39 untranslated
regions (UTR) of Xlefty-a and Xlefty-b, full-length riboprobes
enerated from either the Xlefty-a or the Xlefty-b cDNA were used
n the in situ hybridization experiments described here. Riboprobes
ere generated by transcription from linear templates of Xlefty-a,
nr-1 (Sampath et al., 1997), and XPitx2 (Ryan et al., 1998) cDNAs
sing T7 polymerase (Ambion) in the presence of digoxigenin-11–
TP (BMB). In situ hybridizations were performed as described
Harland, 1991), except embryos were hybridized at 70°C. After
olor development, embryos were dehydrated in methanol, cleared
n benzylbenzoate:benzyl alcohol (2:1), and photographed with a 35
m camera or DAGE color video camera on a Leica MZ12
tereoscope.
Xlefty Ectopic Expression
For injection experiments, the coding sequence of Xlefty-a was
amplified using Pfu polymerase (Stratagene) and cloned into the
pCS21 expression vector (Rupp et al., 1994; Turner and Weintraub,
1994). For unilaterally targeted expression, DNA was injected into
the future margin of both right or both left blastomeres in 4-cell
embryos, at points approximately 45 and 135° from the dorsal
midline. The future left and right sides of the embryos were gauged
by dorsal/ventral pigmentation differences, and only embryos with
unambiguous pigmentation were used for injection. Furthermore, a
GFP DNA expression construct (pEGFPN1; Clontech) was co-
injected with the majority of the experimental DNAs, and right or
left localization of GFP expression was confirmed using epifluores-
cence illumination of living embryos following 4 days of develop-
ment. As a control for DNA toxicity, several clutches of eggs were
unilaterally injected with a nuclear bgal DNA expression construct
(pCS21/nbgal). The total concentrations of DNA injected per side,
s of reproduction in any form reserved.
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293Xlefty and Organ Asymmetrynot per blastomere, were as follows: 25 or 150 pg pCS21/Xlefty,
150 pg pCS21/nbgal, 50 pg pXEX/BVg1 (Hyatt and Yost, 1998),
2.5 pg pCS21/XBMP4, and 20 pg pEGFPN1. Following anestheti-
ation in 0.1% benzocaine, embryos with no dorsoanterior defects
ere scored for heart and gut morphology at st. 45–46. Embryonic
uts were photographed with a DAGE color video camera on a
eica MZ12 stereoscope.
The total number of embryos scored for each injection or
o-injection represents two or more independent experiments in all
ases. To determine the background levels of heart and gut rever-
als within the clutches used for misexpression, uninjected sibling
mbryos were scored for all injections and co-injections. The level
f reversals observed among uninjected embryos was extremely
ow (n 5 1459; 1% reversed hearts, 1% reversed gut coil origin, 1%
eversed gut coil direction). In the XBMP4 DNA injections (12.5
g), 22% (24/111) and 23% (26/115) of the left- and right-side-
njected embryos, respectively, exhibited dorsoanterior defects (and
ere not scored for laterality) compared to a 2% incidence (4/198)
n the uninjected embryo population. In the absence of any later-
lity defects, this increase in dorsoanterior defects indicated that
he XBMP4 DNA was biologically active.
Immunocytochemistry
Embryos were fixed at st. 45–46 in 4% paraformaldehyde/PBS
overnight at 4°C and then subjected to immunocytochemistry
using a monoclonal antibody against bovine cardiac troponin T
(DSHB, University of Iowa) as described (Essner et al., 2000; Kolker
et al., 2000). The hearts were visualized using epifluorescence
illumination on a Leica DMR microscope and photographed with a
DAGE color video camera.
RESULTS
Identification of a Xenopus Lefty Homolog
To understand the roles of lefty-related genes in Xenopus
development, two Xenopus lefty homologs, designated
lefty-a (1980 bp) and Xlefty-b (1822 bp), were identified
nd characterized. Both cDNAs contained full-length open
eading frames (ORF) with Kozak translation initiation
equences (data not shown) (Kozak, 1987), and at the
ucleotide level, the ORFs and 39 UTRs of Xlefty-a and -b
hared 94% (1036/1104 nt) and 77% (581/758 nt) identity,
espectively. Analysis of the putative proteins encoded by
hese cDNAs revealed inclusion into the Lefty subfamily of
GFb signaling molecules (Fig. 1). Xlefty-a and Xlefty-b
onsist of 366 and 367 amino acids, respectively, and are
5% identical. The Xenopus Leftys have 64–66% aa iden-
ity with the zebrafish Leftys (Bisgrove et al., 1999; Thisse
nd Thisse, 1999) and even less with the chick (54%;
enBank Accession No. BAA85114), mouse (36%; Meno et
l., 1996, 1997) and human (37–38%; Kosaki et al., 1999)
omologs. This low degree of conservation between the
lefty proteins and the Lefty proteins in other vertebrates
recluded the assignment of orthologous relationships.
As for all Lefty proteins, only six of the seven cysteines
onserved in other TGFb superfamily members are present
n the Xleftys (Fig. 1). These six cysteines are located within t
Copyright © 2000 by Academic Press. All righthe characteristic TGFb cysteine knot domain, while the
bsent cysteine is believed to be involved in the stabiliza-
ion of noncovalent homo- and heterodimerizations be-
ween other TGFbs (Meno et al., 1996; Thisse and Thisse,
1999). Mature TGFb ligands are processed from proproteins
ia proteolytic cleavage at the consensus site RXXR, and
he Xleftys each have two putative cleavage sites in loca-
ions similar to those in other vertebrate Leftys (Fig. 1).
hese distinctions, in conjunction with the homology anal-
sis, indicated that Xlefty encodes a novel Xenopus mem-
er of the TGFb Lefty subfamily.
Dynamic Expression of Xlefty in the Midline and
Left Lateral Plate Mesoderm
The pattern of Xlefty expression during Xenopus devel-
opment was determined by whole-mount in situ analysis
Fig. 2). Embryos ranging from st. 2 to st. 46 were hybridized
ith digoxigenin-labeled RNA probes complementary to
he full-length Xlefty cDNAs. Furthermore, the individual
xpression patterns of Xlefty-a and -b were analyzed
hrough utilization of antisense probes corresponding to
DNA-specific regions of 39 UTR. No differences between
he embryonic expressions of Xlefty-a and -b were dis-
erned with either the full-length or the 39 UTR probes
data not shown). These identical patterns, in addition to
he high degree of nucleotide identity between Xlefty-a and
b, strongly suggested that these two cDNAs are alleles of
he same gene, and in the remainder of this study, Xlefty-a
hereafter referred to as Xlefty) was used.
Xlefty expression initially appeared in the early gastrula
mbryo (st. 10) as a diffuse assembly of punctate expression
round the blastopore, with a slight dorsal bias (data not
hown). As gastrulation proceeded (st. 10.5–11.5), this pri-
ary pattern was sustained, and expression at the dorsal lip
ecame increasingly stronger and resolved itself as a com-
act wedge of expression (Fig. 2A). Later (st. 12.5–14),
xpression extended anteriorly from the dorsal side of the
olk plug and delineated the dorsal midline, including the
rospective floor plate ectoderm and prechordal mesoderm
Figs. 2B–2D). In these embryos, weak expression continued
o be present around the lateral and ventral yolk plug (Figs.
B and 2D). Throughout many stages of neurulation (st.
5–18), Xlefty expression was present only in the prechordal
late and prospective floor plate, and as neurulation pro-
eeded, the prospective floor plate expression was gradually
ownregulated from the dorsal midtrunk region. Thus, this
xpression in the dorsal midline first diminished centrally
data not shown), and by st. 18, a bidirectional loss of Xlefty
ad resulted in an anterior and posterior domain of dorsal
xpression (Figs. 2E and 2F).
Midline expression of Xlefty was strongly reestablished
ollowing neurulation in a posterior-to-anterior direction.
tage 21 embryos exhibited Xlefty expression in both the
osterior floor plate and the hypochord (Fig. 2G), and by st.
3, Xlefty expression was present in both midline struc-
ures along the majority of the anterior/posterior (A/P) axis,
s of reproduction in any form reserved.
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294 Branford, Essner, and Yostwith an anterior border near the hindbrain (Fig. 2H). Vari-
able levels of transient expression within the notochord
were also detected in embryos from st. 21 to st. 24 and did
not extend rostrally beyond the leading edges of the floor
plate/hypochord expression (Figs. 2G–2I). Midline expres-
sion remained through st. 40, with the floor plate expres-
sion receding prior to that of the hypochord (Figs. 2I–2P;
data not shown). In contrast to its establishment, expres-
sion in the floor plate and hypochord was downregulated in
an anterior-to-posterior direction. No Xlefty expression was
detectable in st. 42, 44, or 46 embryos (data not shown).
As observed for leftys in other vertebrate embryos (Bis-
grove et al., 1999; Ishimaru et al., 2000; Meno et al., 1996,
1997; Oulad-Abdelghani et al., 1998; Rodriguez Esteban et
al., 1999; Thisse and Thisse, 1999; Tsukui et al., 1999;
Yokouchi et al., 1999), Xlefty exhibited unilateral, left-
sided expression domains. Beginning at st. 23, Xlefty ex-
pression was detected in the left lateral plate mesoderm,
and like the establishment of the postneurula midline
expression, this expression progressed across the left side of
FIG. 1. The amino acid sequence predicted from Xlefty is conser
efty-a and Lefty-b are compared to zebrafish (z) Lefty1 and 2, chick
ray shading represents conservative amino acid substitutions, an
ith RXXR consensus sequence, and conserved cysteines, predicte
shown in black. The position of the missing cysteine in the Leftythe embryo in a posterior-to-anterior wave and eventually a
Copyright © 2000 by Academic Press. All rightecame tightly localized to the left cardiac field by st. 29/30
Figs. 2H–2O). Between st. 24 and st. 25, another unilateral
omain of Xlefty expression appeared in the left anterior
orsal endoderm immediately ventrolateral to the hypo-
hord (Figs. 2K–2O). This asymmetric domain has not been
eported in other vertebrates. Variable levels of bilateral
xpression were also detected in the posterior dorsal
ndoderm between st. 24 and st. 34 (Figs. 2K, 2L, 2O, and
P; data not shown).
Unilateral Misexpression of Xlefty Randomizes the
Direction of Cardiac Looping
The observed asymmetry of expression in the developing
left heart field and left anterior dorsal endoderm in Xenopus
embryos (Figs. 2K–2O) led us to examine the role of Xlefty
in cardiac looping and gut development. Injection of zlefty
mRNA into 1- to 2-cell zebrafish embryos (Bisgrove et al.,
999) or 16-cell Xenopus embryos (data not shown) resulted
n severe mesendodermal deficiencies that precluded ex-
n vertebrate evolution. The amino acid sequences of Xenopus (X)
efty, mouse (m) Lefty1 and 2, and human (h) LEFTY A and B. Light
dium gray indicates amino acid identity. Putative cleavage sites,
orm the characteristic cysteine knot of the TGFb superfamily, are
mily is indicated with an arrow.ved i
(c) L
d me
d to fmination of heart and gut left–right development. There-
s of reproduction in any form reserved.
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295Xlefty and Organ Asymmetryfore, an Xlefty DNA expression construct (pCS21/Xlefty)
as injected to avoid the effects of expression before the
idblastula transition (Newport and Kirschner, 1982). Em-
ryos were injected at the 4-cell stage in the left or right
ide, raised for 5 days, and scored for heart and gut laterality
t st. 45–46.
The majority of embryos (88%) unilaterally injected with
5 pg of Xlefty DNA progressed normally through gastru-
lation. The remaining 12% (6% left-injected; 6% right-
injected) generally exhibited a “spina bifida”-like lack of
embryonic closure along the dorsal midline (data not
FIG. 2. Xlefty expression during Xenopus development. (A–P) Wh
ailbud stages. (A) Vegetal pole view, dorsal at top. (B, C, E, J, L, and
nterior at left. (C, D), (E, F), (I, J), and (M, N) show a dorsal and a lef
t the bottom right. (A) During early gastrulation, Xlefty expressi
unctate expression in other regions around the blastopore (arrowh
o the prospective floor plate and prechordal plate, but was still p
eurulation, expression continued to be localized to the prospecti
round the ventrolateral yolk plug (arrowhead). (E, F) As neurulatio
entrally (arrows), resulting in an anterior and posterior domain of
ppeared in the posterior midline in the floor plate (arrowhead), no
oor plate and hypochord remained through tailbud stages (H–P), w
G–I). The floor plate and hypochord expression progressed in a po
P; data not shown). At st. 23, unilateral Xlefty expression becam
igrated anteriorly (I–N), and eventually became localized to the
nilateral domain of Xlefty expression emerged in the left anterior
tages (K–O). Variable levels of bilateral posterior endoderm express
ailbud stages (K–P; data not shown).shown) and were not scored for heart and gut asymmetries.
Copyright © 2000 by Academic Press. All rightAdditionally, embryos exhibiting dorsoanterior defects (5%
left-injected; 11% right-injected) were not included in left–
right analyses, since such disturbances are known to affect
laterality (Danos and Yost, 1995). As expected, a higher dose
of Xlefty DNA (150 pg) reduced the number of scorable
embryos by increasing the frequency of gastrulation and
dorsoanterior abnormalities (data not shown). Many of the
embryos scored for left–right reversals displayed lateral
bending of the trunk and tail (25 pg, 52% left-injected, 55%
right-injected; 150 pg, 95% left-injected, 83% right-
injected), yet were otherwise normal in external appearance
ount in situ localization of Xlefty transcripts at gastrula through
orsal view, anterior at left. (D, F, G–I, K, M, O, P) Left lateral view,
ral view of the same embryo. Stage of embryo(s) depicted is shown
redominantly localized to the dorsal blastopore margin. Note the
. (B) As gastrulation proceeded, Xlefty expression became localized
t around the closing blastopore (arrowheads). (C, D) During early
oor plate and prechordal plate (arrows), in addition to expression
ceeded, the dorsal midline expression of Xlefty was downregulated
ession (arrowheads). (G) Following neurulation, Xlefty expression
ord (asterisk), and hypochord (arrow). (H–P) The expression in the
the notochord expression was transient and variable in intensity
r-to-anterior direction (G–I) and receded in the opposite direction
parent in the left lateral plate mesoderm (arrowhead in H), then
cardiac field (arrowhead in O). Between st. 24 and st. 25, another
al endoderm (arrowheads in K, L) and remained into early tailbud
rrow in K) were also present from approximately st. 24–25 throughole-m
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296 Branford, Essner, and Yostcorrelated with heart or gut orientation in these experi-
ments (data not shown).
At st. 45–46, left–right asymmetry is readily apparent in
the two-chambered heart of the Xenopus embryo; the
conotruncus loops away from the right anterior aspect of
the ventricle in a leftward direction (Fig. 3A; Nieuwkoop
and Faber, 1967). Surprisingly, all unilateral injections of
FIG. 3. Normal and left–right reversed cardiac orientation in st. 4
ith anterior at the top, stained with a monoclonal antibody agai
enopus heart, with the outflow tract (conotruncus; ct) arising from
left–right reversed Xenopus heart, with the outflow tract arising
ABLE 1
nilateral Misexpression of Xlefty DNA on the Left or Right Side
Left injectio
n Normal heart (%)
A) Xlefty (25 pg) 98 56
lefty (150 pg) 102 35
bgal (150 pg) 95 96
(B) BVg1 (50 pg) 64 98
Xlefty (25 pg) 1 BVg1 (50 pg) 55 51
(C) XBMP4 (12.5 pg) 87 92
Xlefty (25 pg) 1 XBMP4 (12.5 pg) 69 22
Note. 4-cell Xenopus embryos injected on the left or right wit
lefty/XBMP4 DNA were analyzed for cardiac left–right asymmet
ercentage of heart reversals are indicated for all injections.
Copyright © 2000 by Academic Press. All rightlefty DNA (25 pg) randomized the left–right orientation of
onotruncal looping, indicative of randomized folding of
he primitive heart tube; 44 and 53% of the left- and
ight-injected embryos, respectively, exhibited conotruncal
ooping to the right (Fig. 3B; Table 1A). Injection of 150 pg
f Xlefty DNA did not dramatically change the incidence of
eart reversals (Table 1A). Thus, expression of Xlefty on
opus embryos. (A, B) Ventral views of immunofluorescent hearts,
ovine cardiac troponin T. (A) Normal left–right orientation of the
right anterior aspect of the ventricle (v) and looping to the left. (B)
the left anterior aspect of the ventricle and looping to the right.
rses Heart Laterality
Right injection
rsed heart (%) n Normal heart (%) Reversed heart (%)
44 91 47 53
65 78 54 46
4 98 100 0
2 56 5 95
49 52 54 46
8 88 97 3
78 76 71 29
efty, BVg1, or XBMP4 DNA or co-injected with Xlefty/BVg1 or
st. 45–46. The DNA dosage, the number (n) of embryos, and the6 Xen
nst b
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n
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297Xlefty and Organ Asymmetryeither the left or the right side of the embryo randomized
cardiac left–right orientation.
Gut Left–Right Development: Coil Origin and Coil
Direction
The gut of the st. 45–46 Xenopus embryo exhibits com-
plex morphology and coiling (Chalmers and Slack, 1998;
Nieuwkoop and Faber, 1967). The esophagus runs posteri-
orly from the pharynx of the embryo and dorsal to the liver
and gall bladder; upon entering the abdominal cavity, it
joins the stomach, which jogs to the right. Following the
stomach, the small intestine travels over the ventral pan-
creas in an anterior direction and then continues posteri-
orly, dorsal to the pancreas, to trace a counterclockwise
path along the ventrolateral walls of the abdominal cavity,
forming most of the first, externally visible intestinal coil
(Figs. 4A, 4B, and 4I). Coiling of the intestine continues in a
counterclockwise direction medial to the first coil, and the
second, externally visible coil of the small intestine is
FIG. 4. Normal and left–right reversed gut classes and subclasses
nterior at the top, as viewed by light microscopy. (A, B, and I), (C
ame gut. The pancreas is marked by an asterisk in A, C, E, and G.
oil origins (LO class). (B, F) Normal, counterclockwise gut coil d
ormal left–right orientation of the Xenopus gut (RO/CCW subc
eversed, clockwise coil direction (RO/CW subclass). (K) Abno
ounterclockwise coil direction (LO/CCW subclass). (L) “Mirror-imformed. At the termination of this second coil is a charac- a
Copyright © 2000 by Academic Press. All rightteristic S-shaped winding of the intestine that travels dor-
sally behind the externally visible coils to form two smaller
internal clockwise coils. The second internal coil of the
small intestine meets with the large intestine, which runs
posteriorly along the dorsal abdominal cavity to the ven-
trally located proctodeum. The compound nature of the
embryonic Xenopus gut, as evidenced by this description,
akes it less than amenable to the scoring of left–right
symmetry, and most studies involving alterations of left–
ight pathways have not focused on gut development.
Here, we provide nomenclature that should allow reliable
nalysis of gut left–right morphogenesis. A ventral view of
he st. 46 gut shows the small intestine traveling posteri-
rly along the right side of the abdominal cavity and then
raversing the posterior cavity ventrally to form two con-
entric counterclockwise coils on the left side of the em-
ryo (Figs. 4A, 4B, and 4I). This description readily reveals
wo issues of left–right asymmetry, which we define here as
coil origin” and “coil direction.” Coil origin refers to the
ide of the body on which the gut lies as it enters the
. 46 Xenopus embryos. (A–L) Ventral views of Xenopus guts, with
nd J), (E, F, and K), and (G, H, and L) depict different views of the
) Normal, right gut coil origins (RO class). (E, G) Reversed, left gut
on (CCW class). (D, H) Reversed, clockwise gut coil direction. (I)
(J) Abnormal Xenopus gut with a normal, right coil origin and a
Xenopus gut with a reversed, left coil origin and a normal,
” left–right reversed Xenopus gut (LO/CW subclass).in st
, D, a
(A, C
irecti
lass).
rmalbdominal cavity from the esophagus, while coil direction
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298 Branford, Essner, and Yostrefers to whether the coils spiral clockwise or counterclock-
wise as viewed ventrally. The side of coil origin usually
correlated directly with the side of the pancreas and in-
versely with the side of the externally visible coils (Fig. 4).
However, we did not score the coil origin by these charac-
teristics since the pancreas was often not readily visible,
and coils were not always present in the abnormal guts. By
our scoring system, a normal gut (Fig. 4I) has a right coil
origin (RO class) (Fig. 4A) and counterclockwise coils (CCW
class) (Fig. 4B), while a “mirror-image,” left–right inverted
gut (Fig. 4L) has a left coil origin (LO class) (Fig. 4G) and
clockwise coils (CW class) (Fig. 4H). Furthermore, this
system allows the construction of compound subclasses
from which we can examine the concordance between the
gut coil origin classes (RO or LO) and gut coil direction
classes (CCW or CW). Since the mechanisms of gut mor-
phogenesis are unknown, it will be important to address
whether gut coil origin and direction can be experimentally
uncoupled. Under this subclassification, the normal gut and
mirror-image, reversed gut are represented by the sub-
classes RO/CCW (Fig. 4I) and LO/CW (Fig. 4L), respectively,
while affected guts in which coil origin and direction are
discordant fall into one of two subclasses, RO/CW (Fig. 4J)
or LO/CCW (Fig. 4K).
Unilateral Misexpression of Xlefty Disrupts Gut
Coil Origin Laterality and Gut Coil Direction
Left- or right-sided injections of Xlefty DNA (25 pg) into
TABLE 2
Unilateral Misexpression of Xlefty DNA on the Left or Right Side
Gut classes
Left injection
n
RO
(normal)
(%)
LO
(reversed)
(%)
CCW
(norma
(%)
A) Xlefty (25 pg) 94 61 39 58
lefty (150 pg) 99 59 41 51
bgal (150 pg) 95 98 2 99
(B) BVg1 (50 pg) 63 100 0 94
lefty (25 pg) 1 BVg1
(50 pg)
52 74 26 45
C) XBMP4 (12.5 pg) 87 91 9 93
lefty (25 pg) 1 XBMP4
(12.5 pg)
73 78 22 32
Note. 4-cell Xenopus embryos injected on the left or right wit
lefty/XBMP4 DNA were analyzed for gut coil origin laterality (rig
r counterclockwise (CCW)) at st. 45–46. The DNA dosage, the nu
or all injections. Note that the data presented in Tables 1 and 2 w4-cell Xenopus embryos greatly disrupted the coil origin
Copyright © 2000 by Academic Press. All rightlaterality and coil direction of st. 45–46 guts, resulting in a
near-random distribution of these asymmetric characteris-
tics (Table 2A). A reversal of coil origin (RO to LO class) was
observed in 39 and 49% of the left- and right-injected
specimens, respectively, and similarly, 42 and 48% of the
left- and right-injected embryos, respectively, displayed
reversals of coil direction (CCW to CW class). As with the
cardiac reversals, unilateral injection of 150 pg of Xlefty
DNA did not dramatically change the frequency of either
type of gut reversal (Table 2A). In embryos unilaterally
injected with 25 pg of Xlefty DNA, analysis of compound
gut phenotypes revealed nearly equivalent distribution into
the four subclasses (RO/CCW, RO/CW, LO/CCW, and
LO/CW), regardless of the side of injection, suggesting that
any linkage between the establishment of gut coil origin
and direction has been disrupted in these embryos (Table
3A). However, unlike the distributions within the classes of
gut coil origin (RO or LO) and direction (CCW or CW),
injection of 150 pg of Xlefty DNA affected the subclasses in
an unexpected manner (Tables 2A and 3A). The majority of
these guts were in one of two subclasses, RO/CW (43% left-
and 27% right-injected) or LO/CCW (37% left- and 47%
right-injected). This phenotypic bias implied that at high
unilateral doses of Xlefty DNA, the presence of one type of
gut reversal precludes the other. Guts with a reversed coil
origin generally did not have a reversal of coil direction, and
conversely, guts with a reversal of coil direction generally
did not have a reversed coil origin. Furthermore, left versus
rses Gut Coil Origin Laterality and Gut Coil Direction
Right injection
CW
(reversed)
(%) n
RO
(normal)
(%)
LO
(reversed)
(%)
CCW
(normal)
(%)
CW
(reversed)
(%)
42 88 51 49 52 48
49 75 40 60 61 39
1 98 100 0 99 1
6 54 7 93 41 59
55 48 53 47 50 50
7 89 96 4 97 3
68 73 18 82 71 29
efty, BVg1, or XBMP4 DNA or co-injected with Xlefty/BVg1 or
igin (RO) or left origin (LO)) and gut coil direction (clockwise (CW)
r (n) of embryos, and the percentage of gut reversals are indicated
derived from the same experimental populations.Reve
l)
h Xl
ht or
mberight injections facilitated different outcomes, with injec-
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299Xlefty and Organ Asymmetrytion on the left enhancing the reversal of gut coil direction
over the reversal of coil origin laterality and injection on the
right producing the opposite relationship.
Xlefty Functions Downstream of Vg1 in the
Establishment of Heart and Gut Asymmetry
Misexpression experiments in Xenopus have implicated
Vg1, a TGFb family member, as an initiator of left–right
asymmetry via activity on the left side of the embryo (Hyatt
et al., 1996; Hyatt and Yost, 1998; Ramsdell and Yost,
1999). To determine whether left-sided injection of Xlefty
andomizes heart and gut asymmetry by interfering with
he Vg1 pathway, Xlefty DNA (25 pg) was unilaterally
o-injected with BVg1 DNA (50 pg pXEX/BVg-1; Hyatt and
ost, 1998) into 4-cell Xenopus embryos. As previously
hown for injection into 16-cell embryos, right-sided injec-
ion of BVg1 DNA into 4-cell embryos predominantly
esulted in reversal of the left–right axis, while left-sided
njection had little effect on laterality (Tables 1B, 2B, and
B; Hyatt and Yost, 1998). Ninety-five percent of the
mbryos injected on the right exhibited heart reversals, and
3% had a reversed gut coil origin. Interestingly, these same
njections randomized gut coil direction instead of fully
eversing it, indicating that right-sided injection of BVg1
NA cannot completely invert all aspects of gut asymme-
TABLE 3
Unilateral Misexpression of Xlefty DNA on the Left or Right Side
of Gut Laterality Subclasses Away from the Normal Gut Phenoty
Gut subclasses
Left injection
n
RO/CCW
(normal)
(%)
RO/CW
(%)
LO/CC
(%)
(A) Xlefty (25 pg) 94 43 19 15
Xlefty (150 pg) 99 15 43 37
nbgal (150 pg) 95 97 1 2
(B) BVg1 (50 pg) 63 94 6 0
Xlefty (25 pg) 1 BVg1
(50 pg)
52 21 52 23
(C) XBMP4 (12.5 pg) 87 89 2 5
Xlefty (25 pg) 1 XBMP4
(12.5 pg)
73 12 66 19
Note. Scoring of both gut coil origin laterality and gut coil dire
ubclasses (RO/CCW, RO/CW, LO/CCW, and LO/CW). 4-cell Xeno
NA or co-injected with Xlefty/BVg1 or Xlefty/XBMP4 DNA w
ubclassified accordingly. The DNA dosage, the number (n) of em
njections. Note that the data presented in Tables 1, 2, and 3 werery. As expected from the distributions within the classes of
Copyright © 2000 by Academic Press. All rightoil origin and direction, the majority of affected guts fell
nto the LO/CCW and LO/CW subclasses, further demon-
trating that the establishment of gut coil origin and direc-
ion can be uncoupled (Tables 2B, 3A, and 3B).
Co-injection experiments were performed to assess inter-
ctions between the Xlefty and Vg1 pathways. Coexpres-
ion of Xlefty DNA on the right side of the embryo
brogated the effects of BVg1 DNA, resulting in reversal
requencies similar to those of Xlefty injection alone (25 pg;
ables 1A, 1B, 2A, and 2B). The 95% heart reversal rate
bserved with right-sided BVg1 DNA injection alone
ropped to 46%, and only 47% of the guts in the co-injected
mbryos exhibited reversed coil origins, compared to 93%
ith BVg1 alone. The percentage of gut coils with reversed
irection did not dramatically change. Although the distri-
utions in the gut coil origin and direction classes re-
embled those of Xlefty-injected embryos (25 pg), the dis-
ribution of subclass phenotypes was modified. In contrast
o the near-random occurrence of the four gut subclasses
bserved with 25 pg of Xlefty, the majority of the perturbed
uts in the Xlefty/BVg1 right-side co-injected embryos were
equally distributed into the RO/CW and LO/CCW sub-
classes (Tables 3A and 3B). This demonstrated, as did the
misexpression of 150 pg of Xlefty, that in these specimens
gut coil origin or direction could be reversed, but typically
not both within the same embryo (Tables 3A and 3B). On
ts the Distribution
O/CCW)
Right injection
LO/CW
(mirror)
(%) n
RO/CCW
(normal)
(%)
RO/CW
(%)
LO/CCW
(%)
LO/CW
(mirror)
(%)
23 88 27 24 25 24
4 75 13 27 47 13
0 98 99 1 0 0
0 54 4 4 39 54
4 48 10 44 40 6
5 89 94 1 2 2
3 73 4 15 67 14
within the same embryos allowed the creation of gut laterality
embryos injected on the left or right with Xlefty, BVg1, or XBMP4
nalyzed for gut coil origin laterality and gut coil direction and
s, and the percentage of guts in each subclass are indicated for all
ved from the same experimental populations.Shif
pe (R
W
ction
pus
ere a
bryothe left side of the embryo, where BVg1 had little effect,
s of reproduction in any form reserved.
300 Branford, Essner, and Yostco-injection of BVg1 and Xlefty DNA did not drastically
alter the frequency of reversals observed with Xlefty alone
(25 pg), with one exception; the number of RO/CW guts was
increased at the expense of those in the RO/CCW and
LO/CW subclasses. Overall, these results suggested that
Xlefty functions downstream of Vg1 in a laterality pathway
on the left side of the embryo.
Xlefty/XBMP4 Interactions Affect Heart and Gut
Asymmetry in a Context-Dependent Manner
Recent studies have implicated BMPs, a TGFb subfamily,
as important components of a right-sided laterality pathway
that antagonizes the left-sided Vg1 pathway in Xenopus
(Hyatt and Yost, 1998; Ramsdell and Yost, 1999), resulting
in the genesis of the normal left–right axis. To determine if
right-sided injection of Xlefty results in heart and gut
reversals by antagonizing a BMP pathway, 4-cell Xenopus
embryos were unilaterally co-injected with Xlefty (25 pg)
and XBMP4 DNA (12.5 pg pCS21/XBMP4). Previously,
injection of XBMP4 RNA into the left side of 16-cell
Xenopus embryos resulted in randomization of the left–
right direction of cardiac looping (Hyatt and Yost, 1998;
Ramsdell and Yost, 1999), but few gut reversals (Hyatt and
Yost, 1998). Right-sided injection of XBMP4 RNA had a
negligible effect on laterality (Hyatt and Yost, 1998; Rams-
dell and Yost, 1999), and similarly, the XBMP4 DNA
injections presented here produced very few reversals, re-
gardless of the side of injection (Tables 1C, 2C, and 3C).
Doubling the amount of XBMP4 DNA injected to 25 pg
predominantly resulted in ventralized embryos, leaving
very few scorable specimens (data not shown). Therefore, in
the absence of any laterality phenotypes resulting from
XBMP4 DNA injection (12.5 pg), it proved difficult to test
whether Xlefty could antagonize XBMP4 signaling. How-
ever, Xlefty/XBMP4 DNA co-injection did reveal some
unexpected findings regarding heart and gut asymmetry.
Surprisingly, context-dependent interactions between
Xlefty and XBMP4 signaling led to both synergistic in-
creases and antagonistic decreases in heart and gut reversal
frequencies compared to Xlefty alone (Tables 1A, 1C, 2A,
and 2C). The left-sided Xlefty/XBMP4 DNA co-injections
resulted in an increase in heart and gut coil direction
reversals and a decrease in gut coil origin reversals, while
conversely, right-sided co-injections resulted in fewer heart
and gut coil direction reversals and more gut coil origin
reversals.
Xlefty/XBMP4 DNA co-injection on the left side of the
embryo, compared to Xlefty alone, increased the frequency
of heart reversals (44 to 78%), while on the right, a 24%
decrease in cardiac reversals was observed (53 to 29%;
Tables 1A and 1C). These results were consistent with the
involvement of XBMP4 in a right-sided laterality pathway
and suggested that XBMP4 signaling both synergistically
(left side) and antagonistically (right side) interacts with
Xlefty in the establishment of cardiac left–right orientation.
As for gut laterality, left-sided Xlefty/XBMP4 DNA co-
Copyright © 2000 by Academic Press. All rightinjection resulted in more reversals in coil direction (42 to
68%) and fewer in coil origin (39 to 22%) than Xlefty alone
(25 pg), and conversely, on the right, coil origin reversals
were increased (49 to 82%), while reversals of coil direction
decreased (48 to 29%; Tables 2A and 2C). Similar to the
situation in the heart, these shifts in reversal frequencies
underscored the ability of XBMP4 signaling to modify the
effects of Xlefty in a context-dependent manner. Further-
more, they indicated side-dependent roles for XBMP4 in the
establishment of gut asymmetry. In contrast to the near
random distribution of gut subclasses observed with the
25-pg Xlefty DNA injections, the majority of the left-side
Xlefty/XBMP4-co-injected embryos fell into the RO/CW
subclass and the majority of the right-side-co-injected fell
into the LO/CCW subclass (Tables 3A and 3C).
Misexpression of Xlefty Results in an Absence of
Xnr-1 and XPitx2 in the Lateral Plate Mesoderm
Xenopus nodal-related-1 (Xnr-1), a TGFb family member,
and XPitx2, a paired-like homeobox gene and likely down-
stream target of Xnr-1 signaling, both exhibit left-sided
asymmetric expression in the developing lateral plate me-
soderm and have been shown to play roles in left–right
development (Campione et al., 1999; Ryan et al., 1998;
Sampath et al., 1997; Schweickert et al., 2000). Addition-
ally, XPitx2 later displays left-sided expression in the de-
veloping heart and gut, making it an excellent indicator of
visceral lateral identity. To begin to understand the mo-
lecular events underlying the perturbations of asymmetric
morphogenesis in embryos unilaterally injected with Xlefty
DNA (25 pg), Xnr-1 and XPitx2 lateral plate expression was
examined by whole-mount in situ hybridization. Xlefty
injection on either side of the embryo eliminated the lateral
plate expression of Xnr-1 and XPitx2 (Fig. 5). For left-side
Xlefty injections, both Xnr-1 (82/82) and XPitx2 (51/51)
were absent in the lateral plate. Similarly, in embryos
injected with Xlefty on the right side, both Xnr-1 (80/81)
and XPitx2 (60/60) were absent in the lateral plate. The
bilateral expression domains of XPitx2 in the head and
along the dorsal midline were unaffected in Xlefty-injected
embryos (Figs. 5C and 5D), providing an internal control for
in situ hybridization. Uninjected embryos showed normal
left-sided expression of Xnr-1 (78/81 normal, 3/81 absent)
and XPitx2 (60/60 normal). The absence of Xnr-1 and
XPitx2 expression in the left lateral plate mesoderm of
Xlefty DNA-injected embryos suggested that unilateral
misexpression of Xlefty leads to a loss of lateral identity.
DISCUSSION
We have identified a Xenopus member of the Lefty
subfamily of TGFb signaling molecules, Xlefty, and have
examined its involvement in left–right development. Many
of the sites of embryonic expression of Xlefty, including the
left lateral plate mesoderm, are similar to those of other
s of reproduction in any form reserved.
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left–right symmetric and asymmetric, were revealed. In
accordance with the presence of left-side-restricted expres-
FIG. 5. Loss of XPitx2 lateral plate mesoderm expression in Xleft
transcripts at st. 26 in embryos unilaterally injected on the left or
left. (B) Dorsal view, anterior to left. (A, B) Normal XPitx2 expressio
dorsal midline (arrowheads). (C, D) Loss of XPitx2 expression in the
(D) with Xlefty DNA. Note the presence of the other endogenous
FIG. 6. Summary of results from Xlefty DNA injections (25 pg) a
of left–right reversals observed for each experimental group is given
percentage from the percentage given in the preceding line.sion, most studies to date have suggested that members of m
Copyright © 2000 by Academic Press. All righthe Lefty subfamily function developmentally in a left-
ided pathway (reviewed in Capdevila and Izpisu´a Bel-
onte, 2000; Mercola, 1999; Ramsdell and Yost, 2000). In
ected embryos. (A–D) Whole-mount in situ localization of XPitx2
with 25 pg of Xlefty DNA. (A, C, D) Left lateral view, anterior to
the left lateral plate mesoderm (arrows), as well as in the head and
lateral plate mesoderm of embryos injected on the left (C) or right
ins of XPitx2 expression in these embryos (arrowheads).
lefty/BVg1 and Xlefty/XBMP4 DNA co-injections. The percentage
arentheses. The arrows indicate an increase or decrease in reversaly-inj
right
n in
left
doma
nd X
in pouse mutants, the misexpression of either lefty1 or lefty2
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302 Branford, Essner, and Yoston the right side of the embryo generally correlates with
left–right organ reversals (Heymer et al., 1997; Melloy et al.,
1998; Meno et al., 1997, 1998; Nonaka et al., 1998; Takeda
et al., 1999), whereas any misexpression on the left presum-
ably overlaps with endogenous asymmetric lefty expression
and has no effect on left–right organ orientation. In con-
trast, we found that targeted injection of Xlefty DNA to
either the left or the right side of Xenopus embryos abol-
ishes expression of Xnr-1 and XPitx2 in the left lateral plate
mesoderm and subsequently randomizes the normal left–
right orientation of both the heart and the gut. Co-
injections of Xlefty DNA with BVg1 or XBMP4 DNA
indicated that Xlefty might cause laterality disturbances on
either side of the embryo by interfering/interacting with
TGFb signaling pathways. Furthermore, the distributions of
reversal phenotypes resulting from Xlefty, BVg1, and
BMP4 DNA misexpression demonstrated: (1) TGFbs other
han Xlefty, in particular XBMP4, might function bilater-
lly in left–right decisions, but in a context-dependent
anner and (2) distinct left–right attributes of visceral
orphology can be uncoupled, implying the existence of
ultiple independent mechanisms in the establishment of
nternal organ asymmetry.
Xlefty Is Expressed in Domains Implicated
in Left–Right Development
The developmental expression pattern of Xlefty (Fig. 2)
exhibits both similarities to and differences with those of
other vertebrate leftys. Interestingly, Xlefty singularly dis-
plays an expression profile that in other vertebrates is the
result of two different lefty genes (Bisgrove et al., 1999;
Meno et al., 1997). In gastrula stage embryos, Xlefty expres-
sion circumscribes the blastopore, with predominant ex-
pression at the dorsal lip, suggesting that Xlefty might be
involved in the general specification of mesendoderm, par-
ticularly in the dorsal midline. lefty expression domains
lso occur bilaterally in the early gastrula stage embryos of
ebrafish (Bisgrove et al., 1999; Thisse and Thisse, 1999)
nd mouse (Meno et al., 1996, 1997; Oulad-Abdelghani et
al., 1998), but only unilaterally on the left in chick (Ishi-
maru et al., 2000; Rodriguez Esteban et al., 1999; Tsukui et
al., 1999; Yokouchi et al., 1999). This expression in regions
of mesendodermal development, in addition to results from
lefty overexpression studies in zebrafish (Bisgrove et al.,
1999; Meno et al., 1999; Thisse and Thisse, 1999) and the
targeted deletion of lefty2 in mouse (Meno et al., 1999),
strongly implicates the Lefty subfamily in mesendodermal
patterning.
Bilaterally symmetric expression domains of Xlefty also
exist in the midline of neurula and tailbud stage Xenopus
embryos. At various stages, expression is observed in the
ectodermal floor plate, the mesodermal notochord, and the
endodermal hypochord. Likewise, in zebrafish, lefty1 and
lefty2 are bilaterally present in the notochord and floor
plate, respectively (Bisgrove et al., 1999), whereas the
mleftys and clefty are only expressed on the left side of the
Copyright © 2000 by Academic Press. All rightfloor plate and notochord, respectively (Ishimaru et al.,
2000; Meno et al., 1997; Rodriguez Esteban et al., 1999;
Tsukui et al., 1999; Yokouchi et al., 1999). Expression in
the hypochord is unique to Xenopus. Results from midline
mutants in zebrafish (Chen et al., 1997; Danos and Yost,
1996) and midline extirpation in Xenopus (Danos and Yost,
1996) indicate roles for the midline in left–right develop-
ment. These studies, in conjunction with the apparently
universal expression of leftys in the vertebrate midline,
suggest a role for Xlefty in the midline and left–right
development.
The unilateral, left-sided expression of leftys appears to
be highly conserved in vertebrates (Fig. 2; Bisgrove et al.,
1999; Ishimaru et al., 2000; Meno et al., 1996, 1997;
Oulad-Abdelghani et al., 1998; Rodriguez Esteban et al.,
1999; Thisse and Thisse, 1999; Tsukui et al., 1999; Yokou-
chi et al., 1999). Additionally, Xlefty exhibits a novel
symmetric domain in the left anterior dorsal endoderm
ot seen in other vertebrates. Other genes implicated in
enopus left–right development, such as Xnr-1 (Sampath et
l., 1997) and XPitx2 (Campione et al., 1999; Ryan et al.,
998; Schweickert et al., 2000), are also expressed in the left
ateral plate mesoderm, further suggesting that Xlefty
ight participate in the establishment and/or maintenance
f the left–right axis in Xenopus embryos.
Gut Left–Right Morphology
In this study, we introduce a multitiered system for
scoring gut asymmetries, which should facilitate future
efforts in this area. This system divides gut left–right
asymmetry into two separate attributes (classes), gut coil
origin (right/RO or left/LO) and gut coil direction
(counterclockwise/CCW or clockwise/CW). By scoring
both characteristics within single embryos, subclasses are
also created (RO/CCW, RO/CW, LO/CCW, and LO/CW).
The application of this system to the gut dysmorphologies
resulting from DNA injections has yielded insight into the
mechanisms of gut asymmetry. Strikingly, many of the
injections resulted in some embryos with reversed gut coil
origin or reversed gut coil direction, but not both. The gut
phenotypes of these embryos demonstrated that coil origin
laterality and coil direction can be unlinked, implying that
multiple independent mechanisms exist on each side of the
embryo to direct the establishment of gut asymmetry. The
complex relationships between the left–right asymmetries
of gut coil origin and gut coil direction were unexpectedly
revealed by specific ectopic expression experiments. For
example, co-injection of Xlefty/BVg1 DNA on the right side
produced embryos in which individual scoring of gut coil
origin and gut coil direction suggested a randomization of
left–right asymmetry for both characteristics; yet, subclass
scoring in these embryos revealed a reversal of coil origin
laterality usually precluded reversed coil direction, and
conversely, reversed coil direction usually precluded a re-
versal of origin laterality. Altogether, these results suggest
that the morphogenesis of gut coil origin laterality and that
s of reproduction in any form reserved.
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303Xlefty and Organ Asymmetryof gut coil direction are not inescapably linked, but some
connection between these two processes likely exists.
Xlefty Misexpression on Either Side Alters Left–
Right Development by Distinct Pathways
Many TGFb signaling molecules have previously been
implicated in left–right development, but in general, stud-
ies of these proteins have implicated them in left-side- or
right-side-restricted pathways, not both (reviewed in Cap-
devila and Izpisu´a Belmonte, 2000; Mercola, 1999; Rams-
dell and Yost, 2000). In Xenopus, Vg1 has an early role in
the left-sided pathway (Hyatt et al., 1996; Hyatt and Yost,
1998; Ramsdell and Yost, 1999) and Xnr-1 a later down-
stream role (Hyatt and Yost, 1998; Sampath et al., 1997).
Right-side identity is established by a BMP/ALK2/Smad
pathway (Hyatt and Yost, 1998; Ramsdell and Yost, 1999),
and the left and right pathways are mutually antagonistic
(Ramsdell and Yost, 1999). In contrast to the unilateral
effects of ectopic expression of Vg1, Activin, Nodal, or
components of the BMP signaling pathway, targeted expres-
sion of Xlefty to either side of Xenopus embryos had
striking effects on left–right development (Tables 1–3). We
propose that Xlefty can modulate or antagonize multiple
TGFb signaling pathways by interacting with a wide range
of TGFb family members. The apparently similar outcomes
of Xlefty ectopic expression, regardless of side of injection,
re most likely due to attenuation of distinct TGFb signal-
ing pathways on each side of the embryo.
In studies of either left–right development or dorsal–
ventral development, the common interpretation of ectopic
expression experiments is that effects from injection in one
side of the embryo reflect a role for the endogenous protein
on the contralateral side. However, we find that overexpres-
sion of Xlefty on the left side of the Xenopus embryo, the
side on which it is endogenously expressed, abolishes
left-sided expression of Xnr-1 and XPitx2 and subsequently
erturbs left–right development. Recently, Cheng et al.
2000) showed that left-sided injection of Xenopus antivin
an allele of Xlefty) DNA gives results similar to those of
lefty injection, although at lower frequencies than ob-
erved in this study. Furthermore, misexpression of mlefty1
n the left side of the chick node often resulted in the
bsence of expression of nodal and Pitx2 in the left lateral
late mesoderm (Rodriguez Esteban et al., 1999; Yoshioka
t al., 1998).
Lefty has previously been shown to antagonize Nodal
ignaling in zebrafish and mouse (Bisgrove et al., 1999;
eno et al., 1999) and Activin signaling in zebrafish (Thisse
nd Thisse, 1999). Given the above results, the most parsi-
onious explanation for the effects of left-side overexpres-
ion of Xlefty is that excessive Xlefty protein antagonizes
left-sided Nodal signaling, although Xlefty-mediated inhi-
bition or modulation of signaling from other TGFb family
members, such as BMPs, cannot be ruled out. Additionally,
recent lines of evidence from zebrafish and mouse suggest
that Nodal signaling positively autoregulates nodal expres-
Copyright © 2000 by Academic Press. All rightsion (Bisgrove et al., 1999; Meno et al., 1999; Saijoh et al.,
2000, Yang et al., 1999); therefore, the absence of Xnr-1
lateral plate expression in embryos overexpressing Xlefty
on the left is consistent with the notion of Xlefty antago-
nizing Nodal signaling.
Concurrent with the idea of Nodal antagonism, our
results show that Xlefty, like Xnr-1, is downstream of Vg1,
the earliest known left-sided signal (Hyatt and Yost, 1998).
Targeted expression of BVg1 DNA to the right side of
Xenopus embryos predominantly results in reversal of the
left–right axis (Tables 1–3; Hyatt and Yost, 1998), whereas
right-sided co-injection of Xlefty and BVg1 DNA random-
izes left–right visceral orientation, similar to the results of
right-sided Xlefty DNA injection alone. This suggests that
Xlefty can abrogate the effects of Vg1 signaling. Targeted
expression of BVg1 DNA to the left side has no effect on
left–right development, and the results of left-sided co-
injection of Xlefty and BVg1 DNA were similar to those of
Xlefty DNA alone. Thus, Xlefty appears to supercede Vg1
activity, implying that Xlefty lies downstream of Vg1
signaling in a left-side developmental pathway.
Context-Dependent Interactions of Xlefty and
XBMP4 in Left–Right Development
Right-sided injection of Xlefty DNA resulted in an ab-
sence of Xnr-1 and XPitx2 expression in the left lateral plate
mesoderm and a subsequent randomization of heart and gut
left–right asymmetry. Similar results, but at lower frequen-
cies than observed here, have been reported for other lefty
misexpression studies in Xenopus and chick (Cheng et al.,
2000; Yoshioka et al., 1998). In contrast, Rodriguez Esteban
et al. (1999) reported induction of nodal and Pitx2 expres-
sion in the right lateral plate mesoderm following misex-
pression of mlefty1 on the right side of the chick node.
Possibly, right-sided injection of Xlefty allows the con-
tralateral spread of an antagonistic signal, which in turn
blocks the left-sided expression of Xnr-1 and XPitx2. Stud-
ies in chick and mouse embryos indicate that Lefty in the
midline might establish a molecular barrier which prevents
intracellular signaling from crossing from the left of the
embryo to the right and vice versa (Meno et al., 1998;
Yoshioka et al., 1998). Xlefty misexpression might alter the
character of this midline barrier and allow cross-
communication between left- and right-specific pathways,
consequently resulting in perturbations of organ asymme-
try. However, such midline alterations would not be analo-
gous to previously described midline deficiencies, which
typically result in the bilateral expression, not the absence,
of downstream markers of left–right asymmetry such as
nodal and Pitx2 (Lohr et al., 1997; Melloy et al., 1998; Meno
et al., 1998). Alternatively, the disturbances of left–right
development in embryos with unilateral misexpression of
Xlefty could result from primary defects in the establish-
ment of embryonic tissue fate, since Xlefty likely plays an
important role in mesendodermal patterning early in devel-
opment (Bisgrove et al., 1999; Meno et al., 1999; Rodriguez
s of reproduction in any form reserved.
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Here, we propose that Xlefty interacts with an endoge-
ous BMP signaling pathway that leads to right-side devel-
pment (Hyatt and Yost, 1998; Ramsdell and Yost, 1999).
he results of the Xlefty/XBMP4 DNA co-injections re-
ealed complex, context-dependent interactions between
hese two molecules. Compared to the left–right random-
zations of visceral orientation caused by Xlefty misexpres-
ion on either side of the embryo, left-sided co-injection of
lefty and XBMP4 DNA synergistically increased the inci-
dence of reversals of heart looping and gut coil direction and
antagonistically reduced the incidence of gut coil origin
reversals. In contrast, right-sided co-injection reduced the
incidence of reversals of heart looping and gut coil direction
and increased that of gut coil origin reversals. These results
reveal at least three novel insights into the mechanisms of
left–right development. First, not only might Xlefty func-
tion bilaterally, presumably via the midline, during the
establishment and/or maintenance of the left–right axis,
but XBMP4, which has a bilaterally symmetric develop-
mental expression profile, might as well (Hemmati-
Brivanlou and Thomsen, 1995). Second, XBMP4 can inter-
act with Xlefty in both a positive and a negative manner
during left–right development, and third, as revealed by
systematic analysis of gut left–right development, the in-
teractions between Xlefty and XBMP4 are surprisingly
context dependent. The type of interaction (positive or
negative) observed seems to depend on both the side of
coexpression (left or right) and the asymmetric organ at-
tribute analyzed (heart looping, gut coil origin laterality, or
gut coil direction).
The ability to score the left–right asymmetry of both the
heart and the gut allowed us to analyze the involvement of
Xlefty, Vg1, and XBMP4 in the establishment of left–right
organ asymmetry along much of the A/P axis. The results
from this analysis are summarized in Fig. 6. We propose
that Xlefty has multiple functions in the establishment
and/or maintenance of the left–right axis, based on the
surprising competence of Xlefty DNA misexpression to
randomize heart and gut laterality, regardless of the side of
injection, and the multiple expression domains of Xlefty,
some of which do not overlap with nodal expression. On
the left side of the embryo, Xlefty presumably functions
downstream of Vg1, since Xlefty DNA nullifies the ability
of right-sided BVg1 DNA misexpression to invert the left–
right axis. On the right side, results from coexpression
implicate XBMP4 as a context-dependent modifier of Xlefty
function. XBMP4 DNA misexpression both synergistically
and antagonistically altered the number of visceral rever-
sals caused by Xlefty DNA misexpression, and the type of
change incurred, positive or negative, was dependent on the
side of Xlefty/XBMP4 DNA co-injection and the organ
attribute scored. We propose that XBMP4 signaling inter-
acts with Xlefty on both the left and the right side of the
Xenopus embryo to shape different aspects of left–right
organ asymmetry along the A/P axis. In summary, Xlefty, a
Copyright © 2000 by Academic Press. All rightXenopus member of the Lefty subfamily of TGFbs, func-
tions downstream of left-sided Vg1 signaling and together
with XBMP4 signaling to bilaterally affect the establish-
ment and/or maintenance of the left–right axis and subse-
quently, the left–right asymmetry of the heart and gut.
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